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To maintain the production timing, productivity, and product quality of plant factories, it is necessary to keep the growth
environment uniform. A vertical multistage type of plant factory involves different levels of growing trays, which results in the
problem of difference in temperature among vertically different locations. To address it, it is necessary to install air flow devices such
as air flow fan and cooling/heating device at the proper locations in order to facilitate air circulation in the facility as well as develop
a controlling technology for efficient operation. Accordingly, this study compares the temperature and air distribution within the
space of a vertical multistage closed-type plant factory by controlling cooling/heating devices and air flow fans harmoniously by
means of the specially designed testbed. The experiment results indicate that in the hybrid control of cooling and heating devices
and air flow fans, the difference in temperature decreased by as much as 78.9% compared to that when only cooling and heating
devices were operated; the air distribution was improved by as much as 63.4%.

1. Introduction

As local communities are urbanized and such issues as
reduction of growing area and productivity due to climate
changes and food stability come to the fore, the practical
use of plant factories is drawing interest with reflection of
consumers’ demands for the stable supply of high-quality
farm products [1–6]. A plant factory is a system to produce
plants around the year systematically regardless of the season
by artificially forming a growing environment in a controlled
facility [4]. To control the production timing andproductivity
andmaintain uniform-quality of crops in such a plant factory,
an advanced level of environmental control is essential for the
appropriate growing conditions [7, 8].

Environmental elements that directly affect photosynthe-
sis include light, temperature, humidity, CO

2
concentration,

and nutrient solution, all of which are also major factors
that decide growing rates. To produce high-quality crops
systematically, the proper growing condition for each type of
crop should be kept uniform in the space [9–13]. Temperature
distribution, for instance, is one of the most important envi-
ronmental factors to keep crop growth constant [14–19]. If the
growing area is large, the air flow is likely to be nonuniform
with lower wind velocity, which causes temperature differ-
ence among cultivation beds in the place as well as difficulties
in producing uniform-quality crops [20, 21]. In the case
of vertical multistage form plant factories, such as vertical
farm whose growing efficiency per unit area is outstanding,
the scale of space is large and the heights of cultivation
bed are different. Hence, the temperature distribution varies
depending on the vertical location; the productivity and
quality deteriorate accordingly, and the energy consumption
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Figure 1: Experimental environment and facility.

increases as the growing period is extended. To maintain the
proper wind velocity and uniform temperature distribution
in the growing space, the proper capacity and location of
an air-flow fan need to be determined with consideration of
the spatial characteristics, and technologies to control these
elements efficiently also should be adopted [20–32].

To this end, this study comparatively analyzes the tem-
perature and air distribution in the space under the hybrid
control of the air conditioning unit and air-flow fan with
utilization of a vertical multistage form-closed plant factory.
The experiment proves that the hybrid control method of
the air conditioning unit and air-flow fan facilitates the air
circulation in the growing space and effectively minimizes
temperature difference of the cultivation bed located at the
upper and lower sides.

This study consists of the following sections. Section 2
examines a vertical multistage type of closed-type plant
factory testbed, experimental environments, and control
conditions. Section 3 comparatively analyzes the actual mea-
surements of temperature and air flow distribution with
reflection of the four control conditions. Lastly, Section 4
presents the conclusion and direction of future study.

2. Experiment Environment

This study utilized as a testbed the closed-type plant factory
installed in a basement as large as 3, 470mm × 4, 350mm ×
2, 970mm (see Figure 1). The experiment space included
such units as 4 sets of 2 columns, 1 row vertical type plant
cultivation device, cooling and heating devices (S-W115AAW,
1030mm × 325mm × 250mm, 37.5m2) (b), 4 sets of air-flow
fans for air circulation (SIV-200BC, 200mm × 200mm ×
105mm) (c), 3 sets (d–f) of integrated sensors to collect

Table 1: Specifications of the cooling/heating devices and air-flow
fans.

Device Cooling and heating devices Air-flow fan
Model S-W115AAW SIV-200BC
Rated voltage 220V 220V
Frequency 60Hz 60Hz
Power consumption 1350W 21W
Area 37.5m2 10m3

environmental information such as temperature, humidity,
and CO

2
real time, and sink (g) for growing tray cleaning

and goods storage. In particular, the plant cultivation devices
included the 2 height-variable sets of 1, 315mm×2, 470mm×
605mm and 2 fixed sets of 1, 315mm×1, 635mm×605mm.
At the top of each growing tray were 6 sets of bar type LED
lightings, each of which included light sources effective for
plant photosynthesis, which were red (630 nm, 660 nm), blue
(430 nm, 450 nm), and white at the ratio of 11 : 4 : 3.

The hardware characteristics of cooling and heating
devices and air-flow fans used in this experiment are pre-
sented in Table 1. The cooling and heating devices were fixed
at about 45∘ on the wall at a side, and the temperature in
the facility was set to 23∘C with consideration of the growing
condition of leaf vegetables. The air-flow fans were located in
the middle of the plant cultivation unit with the supporter
2,370mm from the ground.

The 3 sets of integrated sensors installed to monitor
the environmental information within the facility could
recognize the range of temperature from −40∘C to +100∘C.
To check the errors among the collected data, the actual
measurement test was conducted for about 1 hour at the same
position. As a result, sensors B and C showed an error rate
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Figure 2: Standards for air flow distribution measurement.

less than ±1% while the temperature measurement at sensor
A was about 1∘C lower than that at other sensors. Hence, the
actual measurement at sensor A was analyzed after it was
corrected in reference to the error rate. After the error rate
test, 3 sets of the integrated sensors for environmental mon-
itoring were installed 2,370mm, 1,400mm, and 70mm from
the ground, respectively, in order to measure the tempera-
ture at each height. Afterwards, the 3-dimensional WA-790
supersonic wave anemometer was utilized to measure the air
distributionwithin the space, whichwould change depending
on the controlling condition. The adopted 3-dimensional
supersonic wave anemometer features the accuracy of±(2%+
0.02m/s) and the time division transmission changeover type
supersonic wave pulse measurement. It measured 10 times
per second over the range of 0–10m/s.

Figure 2 shows the 3Dmodeling (a), measurement layers,
and definite points (b) of the experiment space designed
to actually measure the air flow distribution within the
plant factory. Each layer in Figure 2(b) was located 360mm,
1,400mm, and 2,370mm from the ground. 15 points of
intersection in the grid were selected for actualmeasurement.
The𝑋𝑌 coordinate (0, 0) of each grid was excluded from the
actual measurement since a sink was located there.

3. Experiment and Analysis

This experiment aims to measure and analyze the tempera-
ture and air flow distribution at each point within the plant
factory that would be changed by the hybrid control method
of the air flow device. The controlling conditions depending
on the operation settings of the air flow device are presented
in Table 2. Among the controlling conditions, Cases 1 and
2, which did not consider the operation of cooling and
heating devices, could not maintain the temperature setting
of 23∘C, and thus it was impossible to compare them directly
with Cases 3 and 4. An experiment condition was added to

Table 2: Device controlling conditions.

Case Air conditioning Fan LED
Case 1 Off Off On
Case 2 Off On On
Case 3 On (23∘C) Off On
Case 4 On (23∘C) On On

grasp the effect of air-flow fans on minimizing difference in
temperature among positions when no other units but LED
lightings were operating in the plant factory which was sealed
up. In addition, in the conditions of Cases 3 and 4, only
the cooling and heating devices were operating exclusively
or with air-flow fans. With the initial temperature set to
18.5∘C, the experiment was conducted in different controlling
conditions for 12 hours in total. In application of the graph
library based on the PHP and HTML5 Canvas, the analysis
module was designed with such functions as visualization of
actual measurements and statistical analysis.

Prior to the experiment, the operation of all devices
such as LED, air-flow fan, and so forth was stopped to
check the air distribution in the space of a closed-type plant
factory underground, and then the temperature was actually
measured by the sensors as shown in Figure 1 for 12 hours.
As a result, the average temperature at sensor A located
on the top (2,970mm) was 16.2∘C, sensor B in the middle
(1,400mm) was 15.8∘C, and sensor C at the bottom (70mm)
was 14.7∘C. The difference between the top and bottom was
1.5∘C on average.The difference in average temperature in the
space between the initial point and ending point 12 hours after
the experiment began was within 0.2∘C, which indicated that
changes in temperature outside did not affect the experiment
space significantly because of physical characteristics. The
scale of the plant factory was relatively small and it was
located in a basement that was sealed up.
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Figure 3: Temperature and air flow in the condition of Case 1.
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Figure 4: Temperature and air flow in the controlling condition of Case 2.

Figure 3 shows the actual measurements of the temper-
ature and air flow in the controlling condition of Case 1 as
shown in Table 2. In the temperature Figure 3(a), the average
temperature from the point of turning LED lightings on
continued to increase from 18.4∘C to 24.0∘C. In comparison
to the temperature at the top and at the bottom when LED
lightings were turned on and 12 hours from that point, the
temperature increased from 0.3∘C to 3.2∘C, which indicated
that as the running hours of lightings increased, the difference
in temperature increased accordingly. As for the average
temperature at each sensor for 12 hours, that of sensor A
on the top was 23.9∘C, that of sensor B in the middle was
23.6∘C, and that of sensor C at the bottom was 21.2∘C,
which meant that the difference in temperature between the
top and bottom was about 2.7∘C. Figure 3(b) shows the air
flow distribution at each position inside, and the colors and
lengths of the arrows indicate the velocity at each measuring
point. With the controlling condition of Case 1 applied, the
average air flow rate was 0.057m/s, and therewas little change
in air flow. In the experiment condition where air circulation
was not smooth, plant growth and product quality might

be adversely affected, and thus it was necessary to add and
operate more air flow devices accordingly.

Figure 4 shows the actual measurements of the tempera-
ture and air flow in the facility in the controlling condition of
Case 2 where LED lightings and air-flow fans were operating
simultaneously. During the 12 hours, the average temperature
in the facility gradually increased from 23.0∘C to 24.0∘C
as shown in Figure 4(a). As for the average temperature at
each sensor, that of sensor A on the top was 22.3∘C, that of
sensor B in the middle was 21.9∘C, and that of sensor C at
the bottom was 21.5∘C, which indicated that the difference
between the top and bottom was about 0.8∘C, and thus the
temperature distribution was relatively even. As for the air
flowdistribution in Figure 4(b), the rangewas from0.075m/s
to 1.038m/s, and the average air flow rate was 0.287m/s,
which indicated that the air flow became more active than
in Case 1. Although this controlling condition might not be
maintained depending on the atmospheric condition outside,
it was confirmed that air-flow fans facilitated the air flow
inside and reduced the difference between the top and bottom
areas.
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Figure 5: Temperature and air flow in the controlling condition of Case 3.
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Figure 6: Temperature and air flow in the controlling condition of Case 4.

Figure 5 shows the actual measurements of the temper-
ature and air flow, changing depending on the controlling
condition of Case 3 where the LED lightings and cooling
and heating devices were operating simultaneously. Point
P at Figure 5(a) indicates the timing that the temperature
reached the setting point (23∘C) with the cooling and heating
devices operating. The initial temperature was 18.6∘C, and
after 42 minutes from then on, the temperature stayed at
23∘C on average. The average temperature at each sensor was
23.9∘C (A), 23.9∘C (B), and 22.0∘C (C), which indicated that
the difference was bigger than 1.9∘C in Case 2. In addition,
Figure 5(b) showed that in comparison with Case 2 whose
range was from 0.063m/s to 1.198m/s, the maximum air
flow rate was higher while the average air flow rate was low,
down to 0.216m/s. This was because a strong air flow was
formed at certain areas with the cooling and heating devices
operating but the air circulation was not smooth especially
at corners. To maintain the temperature at a certain level in
plant-growing facilities is of great importance when it comes
to the environmental control of plant factories. Thus, the
controlling condition of Case 3 where cooling and heating
devices were operating must be reconsidered.

Figure 6 shows the actual measurements of the temper-
ature and air flow, changing depending on the controlling
condition of Case 4. In Case 4, LED lightings, cooling and
heating devices, and air-flow fans were operating simultane-
ously. As shown in position P in Figure 6(a), the temperature
drastically increased right from the beginning point of the
experiment and reached the set point of 23∘C within 23
minutes. The average temperature at sensor A was 24.0∘C,
that at sensor B was 23.6∘C, and that at sensor C was 23.6∘C,
which indicated that the average temperature was 23.7∘C and
the difference between the top and bottom was 0.4∘C. As
stated earlier, cooling and heating devices were not operating
in Cases 1 and 2, which involved the problem of maintaining
the set temperature. These two cases should be analyzed in
comparison with Case 3. As for temperature difference in
comparison with Case 3, it decreased about 78.9% from 1.9∘C
to 0.4∘C, which indicated that Case 4 was a more efficient
controlling condition. In addition, the average air flow rate in
the space was 0.354m/s, which was 63.4% better than that of
Case 3. Figure 6(b) shows that circulation was better not only
in certain areas with cooling and heating devices and air-flow
fans installed, but also in general it was better. In other words,
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Table 3: Temperature and air flow distributions depending on the
controlling condition.

Case 1 2 3 4

Temperature [∘C]
Sensor A 23.9 22.3 23.9 24.0
Sensor B 23.6 21.9 23.9 23.6
Sensor C 21.2 21.5 22.0 23.6
Difference 2.7 0.8 1.9 0.4

Air flow [m/s]
Minimum 0.026 0.075 0.063 0.107
Maximum 0.143 1.038 1.198 1.515
Average 0.057 0.287 0.216 0.354

in the hybrid control condition where cooling and heating
devices and air-flow fans were operating simultaneously, the
difference in temperature between the top and bottom was
minimized and the effect of indoor air circulation was more
significant.

4. Conclusion

With a vertical multistage, closed-type plant factory was
utilized as a testbed, the temperature and air flows changing
in the space depending on the four different controlling
conditions (see Table 2) weremeasured and compared in this
study. Table 3 shows the experimental results.

In Case 1 where only LED lightings were operating, both
the average temperature anddifference in temperature among
different positions increased over time. The difference in
temperature between the top and bottom was 2.7∘C, the
largest measurement of all. In contrast, Case 2, where air-
flow fans were operating as well, showed that the difference in
temperature between the top and bottomwas as low as 0.8∘C,
70.4% lower than that of Case 1. The average air flow rate was
0.287m/s, which was 5 times better. In comparison with Case
3, where only cooling and heating devices were operating
and Case 4 where both cooling and heating devices and air-
flow fans were operating simultaneously, the difference in
temperature between the top and bottom decreased about
78.9% from 1.9∘C to 0.4∘C in the controlling condition of Case
4.The time to reach the set point of temperature was reduced
to about 45% from 42 minutes to 23 minutes. This indicated
that the controlling condition of Case 4 was effective in
reducing the running time of cooling and heating devices.
The average air flow rate of Case 4 was 0.354m/s, which was
better in the others. In comparison to Case 3 where LED and
cooling and heating devices were operating, the performance
was 63.4% better. The experiment result indicated that the
hybrid control of air flow devices such as cooling and heating
devices and air-flow fans facilitated air flows in a facility
and minimized the difference in temperature between the
top and bottom areas. In the future, studies need to include
simulations and actualmeasurements of the air flow, quantity,
and arrangement of air-flow fans appropriate for the scale and
structure of plant factories.
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